Resources for Two-Spirit/Third-Gender, Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Queer, Intersex, and Asexual+ community members

**NJIT Resources:**

**Transcending Boundaries LGBTQIA+ Drop-in Support Group (C-CAPS)**

**Fridays 11:30 a.m. – 12:45 p.m. E.T.**

Facilitated by Dr. Phyllis Boling and Shalin Bhatt

This group provides an opportunity for peer support, group counseling, and for members of the LGBTQIA+ community to discuss important issues such as identity, relationships, family, and coping with life’s ups and downs.

**Dates and Time:** Fridays from 11:30 a.m. to 12:45 p.m. E.T. at Campus Center, 2nd floor, Room 290 (Murray Center for Women in Technology Conference Room)

For more information, please contact Shalin Bhatt (shalin.bhatt@njit.edu)

**Women’s Graduate Students Group (C-CAPS)**

**Mondays 10 a.m. – 11:15 a.m. E.T.**

Facilitated by Dr. Kyoungsun Kim

This group provides an opportunity to connect and share with other female students, particularly related to their lived experiences as women, and their personal challenges and successes, in a safe, supportive, and empowering environment.

**Dates and Time:** Mondays from 10 a.m. to 11:15 p.m. ET. For location and more information, please contact Shalin Bhatt (shalin.bhatt@njit.edu)

**L G B T Q+ at NJIT Resources**

Link: [https://www.njit.edu/diversityprograms/lgbtq-support-groups](https://www.njit.edu/diversityprograms/lgbtq-support-groups)

(Advocacy, student organizations, healthcare, all-gender bathrooms, workplace concerns, legal concerns, trans resources, programs, trainings, and additional resources)

**Why Pronouns Matter Video**

Link: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SRh7j2g95HU](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SRh7j2g95HU)

**NJIT Spectrum Student Organization (@NJITSpectrum)**

Link: [https://njit.campuslabs.com/engage/organization/spectrum](https://njit.campuslabs.com/engage/organization/spectrum)

**Newark Pride Center (@NewarkGayPride)**

Harlem Pride (@HarlemPrideNYC)
Link: https://harlempride.org/hp2021/

N Y C Pride (@NYCPRIDE)
Link: https://www.nycpride.org/

Pride Events across the globe
Link: https://www.iglta.org/Events/Gay-Pride-Calendar#pride-calendar

Organizations:
- The Marsha P. Johnson Institute (M P J I) protects and defends the human rights of Black transgender people.
- A P I Q W T C (“A P I - C U T E S Y”) provides opportunities for Asian & Pacific Islander queer women and transgender people to socialize, network, build community, engage in inter-generational organizing, and increase community visibility.
- N Q A P I A (National Queer Asian Pacific Islander Alliance) is a federation of lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender (L G B T) Asian American, South Asian, Southeast Asian, and Pacific Islander (A A P I) organization.
- The Black Trans Travel Fund is a grassroots organization providing financial aid and material resources to Black trans womxn in New York and New Jersey.
- Black Trans Femmes in the Arts Collective creates spaces for production and preservation of Black trans art and culture.
- Out of Bounds N Y C Network Directory provides sports, recreation, and athletic organizations in the New York, New Jersey, and Connecticut Tri-state Metropolitan areas.

The Department of Education Office of Civil Rights for transgender students:
- Video: Back-to-School Video Message for Transgender Students from U S Departments of Education, Justice, and H H S
- O C R Blog: A Back-to-School Message for America’s Transgender Students
- O C R website resources: Resources for L G B T Q I+ Students

Political:
- L G B T Q+ N Y C City Council Candidates
- Victory Fund Out L G B T Q+ Political Candidates & Elected Officials

Support & Mental Health:
The Audre Lorde Project L G B T 2 Q I A G N C P O C Community Organizing Center in New York
- Callen-Lorde Community Health Center
- Inclusive Therapists Network for L G B T Q+ and B I P O C
- Psychology Today: Find a Gay Therapist
- National Queer and Trans Therapists of Color Network
- Online Therapy Resources for L G B T Q+ community

L G B T Q+ Crisis Hotlines:
- The Trevor Project (866-488-7386 for ages 13-24)
- The G L B T National Hotline (866-843-4564)
- Trans Lifeline (877-565-8860)

Social Media (Instagram):
@Community.Bread (Queer-owned live-stream + resources platform for marginalized artists)
@SomaticWitch (L G B T Q & Poly+Kink Affirming Somatic Trauma Therapist)
@AudreLordeProject (Community organizing center for L G B T S T G N C People of Color)
@WearYourVoice (Digital feminist magazine for and by L G B T Q I A+ Black, Indigenous, and People-of-Color)
@TheAIDSMemorial (Stories of Love, Loss & Remembrance)
@Them (L G B T Q I A 2 S+ Culture, Entertainment, News, Health, Style)
@PinkMantaray (1st Trans D1 N C A A Men’s Athlete)
@TrevorProject (National Organization Providing Crisis Intervention and Suicide Prevention Services to L G B T Q Youth)
@NYCPride
@HarlemPride
@BTFACollective (Black Trans Femmes in the Arts)
@BlackTransTravelFund (Black Trans Travel Fund)
@TransLashMedia (Trans stories to save Trans lives with podcast)
@QueerAsianSocialClub (Collective empowering community through Queer A P I S W A D folx)
@TheAIDSMemorial (Stories of love, loss & remembrance)
@JMaselli (Poet & Educator)
@KaiChengThom (Trans Author, Performer, Somatic Coach, Consultant & Conflict Resolution Practitioner, Intimacy Educator)
@LadyDaneFE (Dane Figueroa Edidi, Black trans performer and artist)
@MammyIsDead (Rawiyah Tariq, Black queer witch, writer, performer, healer, speaker)
@KumuHina (Cultural leader who brings life to Hawaii’s traditional embrace of mahu)
@NJITSpectrum
@NewarkGayPride